Figure Design and Drawing Tips with ePiX
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Overview

LATEX has a relatively simple pi ture environment permitting line gures to be drawn. External pa kages su h as eepi , PSTri ks, and
tikz substantially expand the pi ture environment's apabilities. ePiX
adds layers of abstra tion, providing a 3-dimensional \world", amera,
and Cartesian 2-dimensional drawing region with page layout apabilities; high-level ommands for ommon obje ts su h as shapes, oordinate axes, and fun tion graphs; and the programming apabilities of
C++, in luding variables, loops, re ursion, ontrol stru tures, extensible
data types, and numeri s.
ePiX is not a graphi al drawing program, but instead is more akin
to s ript-based languages su h as Asymptote, MetaPost, or gnuplot.
An ePiX input le ontains human-readable instru tions for des ribing
a s ene, just as a LATEX le ontains markup instru tions for typesetting
a do ument. The te hniques, tri ks, and work ow of gure reation
are distin tive, and ompletely di erent from those used with x g, dia,
inks ape, or similar programs. Parti ularly, you ompose do uments in
a text editor a ording to logi al stru ture, not by visual appearan e
in a grahi al window.
1.1

Why Use

ePiX?

Many drawing needs are served perfe tly well by a point-and- li k interfa e. However, logi al stru turing permits exibility and mathemati al a ura y while maintaining image quality: fonts mat hing the
do ument; lines of a urate olor, width, and pla ement; logi al relationships expressed in obje ts' de nitions; robustness under hanges of
s ale and aspe t ratio.
The programmability of ePiX allows you to write gures depending on a small number of onstants, whose relationships are en oded
by the input le. When one or more onstants vary, the entire gure
will hange smoothly and trivially, as if ontrolled by me hani al linkages. Noti ing these logi al relationships within a gure and using them
to advantage when writing is a basi skill distin tive to s ript-driven
stru tured gure design.
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1.2

Logi al Design

As a qui k example, eshed out below, onsider illustrating the lassi al
al ulus exer ise of nding the point on the parabola y = x2 losest to
a spe i ed point (a; 0) on the horizontal axis. To draw the minimizing
solution in a point-and- li k interfa e, you'd draw a parabola (or spline
approximation), the oordinate axes, and the point (a; 0). Next, you'd
visually lo ate the point (x; y ) on the parabola at whi h the tangent
line is normal to the segment joining (a; 0) to (x; y ), and draw the
normal and tangent lines (or something lose enough). Finally, you'd
label sele ted elements in the gure. Parts of the drawing may be
in onvenient to arrange, but all an be done a eptably. The s reen
version may di er from the hard opy, but if the qualitative point is
made, you may well feel the result was \good enough". If the initial
hoi e of gure size requires tweaking, you may be in for a moderately
tedious edit, or may de ide the hange isn't worth the trouble. The
author has had similar experien es, and the regrettable quality of some
published gures suggests he is not alone.
In ePiX, the initial design ignores onsiderations of appearan e in favor of logi al relationships. First, reate a variable to hold the value a.
Se ond, de ne a fun tion a epting a numeri al x and returning the
point (x; x2 ) on the parabola. These data determine the gure; everything else will be omputed. The ubi equation in x de ning the
minimizer (x; y ) is easily expressed in terms of a. The real root must
be found, so de ne the appropriate ubi fun tion; ePiX an evaluate
the root numeri ally to perfe t visual pre ision. Finally, add drawing
ommands to the input le, one for the parabola, one for ea h oordinate axis, one ea h for the tangent and normal lines, and one for ea h
label. There's no guesswork here, though the labels require a bit of
pra ti e to position orre tly on the rst try. Now ompile and preview
the gure to see if it \works" aestheti ally. If not, the value of a, the
size, aspe t ratio, line widths, font, olors, et . an be hanged easily
in the input le and trivially re ompiled into a ve tor graphi . At the
end of the pro ess, we have a LATEX pi ture drawn with mathemati al
pre ision a ording to visual riteria.
Super ially, the results are similar, and in this ase took roughly
omparable amounts of time to produ e. LATEX ode had to be added
to the labels in the GUI version, and the point of tangen y is slightly
o due to the author's unsteady hand and inexpensive mouse. More
importantly, however, the ePiX gure is exible: It an be resized,
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Figure 1: A GUI drawing (left) versus ePiX
redrawn with a di erent value of a, or olored with trivial e ort. A bit
of polishing yields a nished gure.
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a
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Simple Planar Drawing

To draw a gure, you need either a rough sket h (hand- or ma hinedrawn) or a good mental pi ture of your nal image. The author usually
employs a mental sket h, and a single ePiX le as both rough draft and
nished produ t. A gure ontaining irregularly-shaped urves should
be physi ally sket hed in advan e; see Se tion 4. The overall pro ess
is seldom a linear path from blank anvas to omplete gure; there are
bound to be tentative hoi es re ned as more details get lled in.
2.1

The Preliminary Sket h

True and Virtual Dimensions
The skeleton ode inserted by ema s into a new ePiX le annot be
ompiled as is be ause the size of the gure has not been spe i ed. At
the very least, you must give the true (printed) size of the gure and
the bounding box or virtual size, the orners of the Cartesian re tangle
in whi h drawing takes pla e.
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The true size is given by a \size string" su h as "5 x 3in", a doublequoted string ontaining a number and an optional LATEX length unit,
an x (optionally surrounded by spa es), another number and a mandatory length unit. The bounding box should be given by its lower left
(southwest) and upper right (northeast) orners. The ommand
pi ture(P(a, ), P(b,d), "2in x 6 m");

sets the bounding box to [a; b℄  [ ; d℄, and draws the gure 2 in. high
and 6 m wide. (Internally, 2 in. is onverted to m.)
For previewing, you may wish to set the true dimensions larger
than the desired size. Dimensions are easy to hange so there's no
harm setting them approximately and re ning the hoi e later. In 2dimensional s enes, the hoi e of bounding box is generally apparent,
while bounding a 3-dimensional s ene a urately tends to require visual
adjustment.

Roughing and Completing the Drawing
An a tive previewer su h as gv will be helpful from here on. Add basi
elements to the le, ompile to en apsulated PostS ript (regardless of
the nal format to be produ ed), and open the eps le in gv. Now
you an add ommands to the input le, ompile from ema s, and have
the result update in the previewer window. This set-up gives the visual
feedba k of a GUI environment but retains the pre ise ontrol furnished
by the programming language.
2.2

Layering

Consider a plot of the osine fun tion; to illustrate bran hes of the
inverse, we'd like to emphasize the \prin iple bran h" part of the graph.
The hand drawing might look like:
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The bounding box is learly [ ; 2 ℄  [ 1; 1℄, but the true size will
be di tated by typographi al as mu h as mathemati al on erns. If
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we settle on \true aspe t ratio", the width determines the height (or
vi e versa ). For the moment, we'll make the gure 1 in. high and
therefore 1:5 in. wide. (The author strongly prefers to draw at true
aspe t ratio. Commer ial software sometimes \intelligently" hooses
gure dimensions, distorting mathemati al truth in the pro ess. ePiX
allows you to draw visual bs, but requires you to ask expli itly.)
The dimensions may be spe i ed in two equivalent ways:
pi ture(P(-M_PI,-1), P(2*M_PI,1), "4.7124 x 1in");

or
bounding_box(P(-M_PI,-1), P(2*M_PI,1));
pi ture(3*M_PI, 2);
unitlength("0.5in");

Generally the rst form is preferable, but in the present situation the
se ond may be more onvenient, as it does not require a numeri al
value for 1:5 . Adding this ontent to an ema s template reates a
ompilable, though still empty, input le.
In the present example, we need ommands for the axes, a ommand
for the entire graph, and a separate ommand for the emphasized pie e
of plot.
axis Ax(P(-M_PI,0), P(2*M_PI,0), 6, P(0,-4), b);
Ax.trig().draw();
axis Ay(P(0,-1), P(0,1), 1, P(-4,0), l);
Ay.draw();
plot(Cos, xmin(), xmax(), 120);
bbold();
plot(Cos, 0, M_PI, 40);
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This is the rough sket h.
Substantial defe ts are apparent: axis labels olliding with the verti al axis or the graph. Labels an be \masked", printed over a solid
white re tangle to hide portions of the gure underneath the text. To
repair the overlapping urves and labels, we'll manually order s ene elements. Closer inspe tion reveals a ir ular annoyan e: The verti al axis
underlies the horizontal axis labels, whi h underlie the graph,1 whi h
underlies the verti al axis labels. Bother. However, ePiX allows an axis
and its labels to be drawn separately. Thus, we an resolve ollisions by
rst drawing the verti al axis without labels, the horizontal axis with
masked labels, the osine graph, the verti al axis labels, and the open
ir le markers, in this order.
It's slightly more eÆ ient, though not stri tly ne essary, to draw
the osine graph in three pie es rather than two. The omplete input
le now looks like this:
/* -*-ePiX-*- */
#in lude "epix.h"
using namespa e ePiX;
int main()
{
pi ture(P(-M_PI,-1), P(2*M_PI,1), "4.7124 x 1in");
begin();
label_mask(White()); // set mask olor
axis Ay(P(0,-1), P(0,1), 1, P(-4,0), l);
Ay.draw_ti ks();
// draw axis, ti ks only
axis Ax(P(-M_PI,0), P(2*M_PI,0), 6, P(0,-6), b);
Ax.trig().draw();
// labeled axis
plot(Cos, xmin(), 0, 40); // leftmost third
Ay.draw_labels();
// and the verti al axis labels
bbold();
plot(Cos, 0, M_PI, 40);

// middle third, heavy line

plain();
1 As

an exer ise, draw the horizontal axis with masked labels last.
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plot(Cos, M_PI, xmax(), 40); // right third

}

ir (P(0,1));
ir (P(M_PI,-1));
end();

// open interval markers

This le ompiles, naturally, to the \hand-drawn" version on page 4.
Collisions between axis labels and other parts of the pi ture make
this example a bit more involved than a typi al fun tion plot. When
ollisions o ur and annot be xed by moving labels slightly, the rough
version requires manual layering. However, sin e layers are easily rearranged by reordering lines in the input le, nal polishing is no more
diÆ ult than the layering te hniques required to a hieve the same e e t
in a GUI program.
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Tri ks for Dis ontinuous Fun tions

Dis ontinuous fun tions de ned by formulas (espe ially in al ulus ourses)
require an assortment of (reasonably intuitive) tri ks to be plotted well.
3.1

Removable Dis ontinuities

There's no diÆ ulty to plotting a fun tion with a removable dis ontinuity; pla e a plain ir marker on the graph, and a dot at the value. To
handle more ompli ated examples, su h as Thomae's \denominator"
fun tion, use a loop to position points on the graph.
/* -*-ePiX-*- */
#in lude "epix.h"
using namespa e ePiX;
int N(30); // maximum denominator plotted
int main()
{
pi ture(P(-2,0), P(2,1), "4x1in");
begin();
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axis Ax(P(-2,0), P(2,0), 8, P(0,-6), b);
Ax.subdivide(6).fra ().draw();
v_axis(2);
for (int i=1; i< N; ++i)
for (int j=i*xmin(); j <= i*xmax(); ++j)
if (g d(i, j) == 1)
dot(P(j*1.0/i, 1.0/i));
}

end();
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Poles

Normally ePiX plots by drawing a simple onne t-the-dots path. If the
plotted fun tion is unde ned at a sample point, the adja ent intervals
are not drawn. Thus, if a fun tion has a pole (in nite dis ontinuity),
the plot interval and number of samples should be hosen so the pole
is sampled, not missed. When plotting a fun tion with poles, ropping
should be a tivated. The number of points may require visual adjustment; use as few points as possible to get a visually pleasing plot. (An
up-to-date LATEX distribution should be able to handle many thousands
of points.)
/* -*-ePiX-*- */
#in lude "epix.h"
using namespa e ePiX;
double f(double x)
{
return 1.0/((x-1)*x*(x+0.5));
}
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int main()
{
// strong verti al ompression
pi ture(P(-2,-20), P(2,20), "4 x 1in");
begin();
h_axis(4);
v_axis(4);
label(P(xmin(), ymax()), P(2,-2),
"$y=\\fra {1}{x(x-1)(x+1/2)}$", br);
set_ rop();
bold();
plot(f, xmin(), xmax(), 120); // multiple of 8
}

end();

y=

3.3

x(x

1
1)(x+1=2)

Jump Dis ontinuities

\Pie ewise" fun tions may be de ned with if-then de ision statements. To avoid (nearly) verti al segments bridging the dis ontinuities,
use one plot ommand for ea h ontinuous pie e, and pla e appropriate
markers at the \breaks".
/* -*-ePiX-*- */
#in lude "epix.h"
using namespa e ePiX;
double f(double x)
{
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}

if (x<1) return (1-x)*(1+x);
else if (x<3) return 1.5 - 0.5*x;
else return 0.5;

int main()
{
pi ture(P(0,0), P(4,1), "4 x 1in");
begin();
h_axis(4);
v_axis(1);
bold();
plot(f, 0, 0.999, 20); // plot on [0,1)
dot(P(1, f(1)));
plot(f, 1, 2.999, 1); // linear!
dot(P(3, f(3)));
plot(f, 3, 4, 1); // plot on [0,1)

}

plain();
ir (P(1, f(0.999)));
ir (P(3, f(2.999)));
end();

3.4

Wild Dis ontinuities

1
, test the mettle of any
In nitely os illatory graphs, su h as y = os x
plotting software. Approa hing su h a plot naively may yield a eptable output, but usually requires far more than a minimal number of
sample points. Generally, break the graph into pie es of small urvature, and/or plot over intervals on whi h the fun tion is monotone.
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/* -*-ePiX-*- */
#in lude "epix.h"
using namespa e ePiX;
double f(double x)
{
return Cos(1.0/(M_PI*x));
}
int main()
{
// fibbed aspe t ratio
pi ture(P(-2,-1), P(2,1), "4 x 1in");
begin();
h_axis(8);
for (int i=1; i<40; ++i)
{
plot(f, 1.0/(i+1), 1.0/i, 20);
plot(f, -1.0/i, -1.0/(i+1), 20);
}
plot(f, 1, xmax(), 40);
plot(f, xmin(), -1.0, 40);
bbold();
line(P(0,-1), P(0,1));
}

end();
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Mat hing a Hand Drawing

In topology or omplex analysis, one frequently wishes to draw plane
urves la king a simple parametri des ription. Su h urves an be
drawn using splines. The te hnique below was used to re- reate the
s anned image (left) from a book on omplex analysis as a ve tor drawing (right).
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ePiX provides quadrati and ubi splines, given by three or four
ontrol points p0 , . . . , p3 . Ea h type of spline passes through the initial

and nal points. At ea h end, the urve is tangent to the segment from
the end point to its neighboring ontrol point:
p1

p0

p1
p2

p0

p3
p2

Approximating a hand-drawn urve therefore amounts to sele ting appropriate ontrol points on the urve and adjusting the remaining ontrol point(s) for ea h spline segment. For the \horseshoe" ontour
above, ea h ar between a pair of labeled points is a spline segment.
The rst step is to overlay a square grid on the pi ture being rendered, either using ePiX (if an ele troni image is available) or a sheet
of graph paper. Open a new ePiX le, and reate points using oordinates read o from the drawing. It's a good idea to name these points
systemati ally, say p0,. . . , pk reading along the urve.
To ensure the eventual urve is smooth (has ontinuous tangents),
the ontrol points of adja ent ar s must be hosen ompatibly. To this
end, de ne velo ity ve tors v0,. . . , vk, one for ea h point on the urve,
and let ePiX ompute the ontrol points. At ea h ontrol point pi, pla e
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a ruler tangent to the urve, estimate the slope, and let vi be a dire tion
ve tor for the tangent line. Be sure to hoose these dire tion ve tors
ompatibly along the path. (It's often helpful, though not ne essary,
to hoose ve tors of length lose to unity.)
Now you're ready to lay out a rst approximation. If the urve is
to be lled or otherwise manipulated as a whole, reate a path obje t;
otherwise simply invoke the spline fun tion on e for ea h ar .
path bd(p0, p0 + v0, p1 - v1, p1);
bd += path(p1, p1 + v1, p2 - v2, p2);
bd += path(p2, p2 + v2, p3 - v3, p3); // et

Close and ll the path as needed, and ompile the resulting gure.
Chan es are the rst approximation doesn't adequately resemble
the hand drawing. To remedy this, multiply the velo ities by suitable
onstants and re ompile. It's enough to adjust the urve ar by ar .
After adjustment, the urve might look like this:
path bd(p0, p0 + 0.75*v0, p1 - 1.25*v1, p1);
bd += path(p1, p1 + 0.5*v1, p2 - v2, p2); // et

If you're not intuitively familiar with the way splines depend on their
ontrol points, it's worthwhile to experiment.
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Three-Dimensional Figures

All ePiX gures are impli itly 3-dimensional. The amera proje ts
orthogonally onto the (x; y )-plane, providing ordinary 2-dimensional
Cartesian drawing. Add a line su h as
amera.at(P(10,8,6));

to an input le and re ompile; the result will be the original gure
viewed from a point in the rst orthant.
y = x2
a

(x; y )

A naively onverted 2-dimensional gure will not be of high quality.
Certain elements, primarily axis ti ks and labels, are likely not to appear as they would if you viewed a 2-dimensional printout from the
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amera's spatial lo ation. Further, the bounding box is probably inorre t, perhaps badly so. This paragraph had to be shifted downward
manually to avoid ollision with the gure. Naturally, a 3-dimensional
gure should be omposed from the start with the amera lose to its
eventual lo ation.
For 2-dimensional s enes, you must distinguish page oordinates
(the true size) from Cartesian oordinates (the bounding box). Spatial s enes introdu e yet another oordinate system|the 3-dimensional
Cartesian oordinates of spa e, as well as a amera whi h performs
point proje tion from spatial to planar Cartesian oordinates.
5.1

The Bounding Box

The simplest, most reliable te hnique to set the bounding box of a
3-dimensional gure is visual adjustment. With experien e, you'll be
able to estimate where a s ene will appear when \photographed" from
a given lo ation. For ne-tuning, the ommand
border();

draws a thin bla k re tangle around the bounding box. The orners an
then be adjusted to a hieve the desired t, and the border removed.
y = x2

(x; y )

a
y = x2
a

5.2

(x; y )

Obje t Hiding

In ePiX, obje ts in a s ene are drawn in the same order they appear in
the input le. This ordering is parti ularly signi ant for 3-dimensional
s enes: Farther obje ts must be drawn before nearer obje ts.
More sophisti ated te hniques are often ne essary. Consider, for
example, the problem of graphing a fun tion of two variables along
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with oordinate axes. Unless the axes, graph, or both are broken into
pie es, no ordering of s ene elements is likely to be orre t. Instead,
assuming the amera lies in the region where z > 0, one should plot the
portion of the graph \below" the (x; y )-plane (where z < 0), then the
s ene elements in the (x; y )-plane, and nally the portion of the graph
\above" the (x; y )-plane. ePiX's lip box an be used to hop s enery
into pie es for ordering.
lip_box(P(-4,-4,-4), P(4,4,0)); //
<drawing ommands>
lip_box(); // restore default
<(x,y)-plane>
lip_box(P(-4,-4, 0), P(4,4,4)); //
<drawing ommands>

lip to z < 0

lip to z > 0

Similar te hniques an be used any time a s ene is naturally ut by
planes into pie es whose orre t ordering depends only on the lo ation
of an obje t with respe t to the utting planes.
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